Red on Green

- Examples of Red-on-Green Attacks not reported in SIGACTs or through Coalition Channels
  - (S//REL-MCFI) 3 Feb - Two Baghdad area police vehicles were damaged by bombs placed under them.
  - (S//REL-MCFI) 4 Feb – Baghdad police investigate two additional car bombings. Also a citizen reported nine rockets on a time-fuse which were subsequently disarmed.
  - (S//REL-MCFI) 5 Feb – A bombing at the Baghdad Sheraton Hotel was investigated by the police.
  - (UNCLASS) 9 Feb – A bomb under the couch in the Suwayrah police station killed 4 Police officers.
Methodology

Where’d we get our numbers?

- SIGACTs Numbers pulled directly from the database on the CJTF-14a SIPR website.
- Unit reporting numbers were pulled from Division and Brigade level reports (Division SIGACTs and INTSUMs).

Definitions used in this briefing:

- **Attack**: A hostile act initiated by Red which uses or attempts to use deadly force in an effort to cause injury or damage to Coalition force (CF).
- **IED**: An explosive device placed to cause injury or damage to CF which has been identified and cleared by CFs.
- **IED Attack**: An explosive device placed and initiated/ exploded by Red in an attempt to cause injury or damage to CFs.
- **Mortar/Rocket/RPG/Small Arms Fire**: Attacks by these weapons systems are recorded when assessed that the intent of the attack is to cause injury or damage to CFs.
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[Graph showing reported attacks against Coalition from 1-7 February. The categories include SAF, Indirect, IED Attacks, Found/Cleared, RPG, Grenade, and SAM. Two sets of data are shown: CJTF-SIGACT and 101AA/Stryker.]
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Bar chart showing the reported attacks against coalition forces from 1-7 February.
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Background

- It is not understood outside command channels that SIGACTS are not designed to capture all events.

- SIGACTS are being used by regional and national level analysts for predictive analysis.